1 ) parallel actuatedly redundant mechanism and its workspace analysis, based on a performance index involving velocity and force capabilities. The robot is capable of performing a half-turn 2 about the z axis. Moreover, having all of its prismatic actuators along one direction; the x motion is independent-only limited by the stroke of the prismatic actuators. The mechanism is characterized by elevated dynamical capabilities having its actuators at base.
Introduction
For most industrial applications (such as machining) 6 dofs are too much. Thus studies have been conducted regarding the synthesis of 3 dofs (3T), 4 dofs (3T-1R) and 5 dofs (3T-2R) parallel manipulators. In fact, regarding some tasks, 4 dofs (3T-1R) parallel manipulators are sufficient. In others, where another rotation is required it can be provided either by the table or by an additional actuator in series with the parallel mechanism. Many 3T-1R parallel manipulators exist in liter-ature such as the famous Delta robot [2] (with the R-U-P-U 3 chain), the Kanuk [10] , the SMG in [1] , the H4 in [8] , the I4 in [6] , the Par4 in [7] with its industrialized version Adept Quattro [9] (fastest industrial pick-and-place robot). Also, an interesting family of fully-isotropic parallel 4 dofs (3T-1R) manipulators, in addition to decoupled manipulators, has been synthesized in [4] . In [4] , there is an elaborated referencing to other 4 dofs manipulators.
However, these and other existing manipulators have some drawbacks. For example, in the case of Delta with a huge workspace (even much larger with linear Delta), the presence of the RUPU chain connecting the base to the platform to supply the rotational dof is a weak element reducing the workspace. Others present problems of singularities, limitation of workspace (and particularly) in rotational capability, complexity of obtaining analytical expressions for the direct geometric model, and /or the use of transmission systems with the articulated platform as in the case [6] [7] [8] [9] which impacts the accuracy of the robot. The manipulators in [4] , despite their interesting isotropic property, have a limited workspace, are complex from manufacturability point of view, and have poor rigidity.
In this paper we present, a 4 dofs (3T-1R) parallel mechanism with two degrees of actuation redundancy that responds to the major requirements: large operational workspace, high rotational capability, absence of singularities, design simplicity, high rigidity, and high dynamical capabilities with analytical expressions for the inverse and direct geometric models. The paper introduces the mechanism in section 2, its geometrical elements, its inverse geometric model and the inverse jacobian matrix. Then section 3 describes the new performance index and workspace analysis of this mechanism. The paper ends with section 4 giving the conclusions.
The New 4 DoFs (3T-1R) Manipulator (ARROW)
The graph diagram of the four dofs (3T-1R) parallel mechanism, called ARROW (Accurate Rapid Robot with Large Operational Workspace), is shown with its CAD drawing in Fig. 1 . In Fig.2 we show the frontal view of the robot and platform details.
The robot consists of six actuators along the same direction (x-axis) and can perform four motions x, y, z and Θ (rotation about z-axis). The robot is redundant (having two extra actuators). It is quite clear that this robot can move along x independently of the other motions y, z and Θ. This motion along x is only limited by the available stroke for the prismatic actuators. The role of parallelograms in chains (III) and (IV) (see Fig. 2 ) is to constraint the platform rotation about any axis that is perpendicular to the z axis of the base frame. 
The inverse jacobian m J is determined by equiprojectivity of velocities, giving
; diag ,..., , shown also and is denoted by P and it is the origin of the platform moving frame.
The singularity analysis (although is not discussed here in details due to space limitation) shows that if the mechanism is to have parallel type singularities they are necessary coincident with serial type singularities which cannot take place except at the boundary of the geometrically accessible workspace (when one of the arms happens to be in the yz plane provided that the corresponding pose is geometrically accessible). Hence, we can assure that there are no singularities of any type (serial or parallel) within the geometrically accessible workspace excluding its boundary. 
Workspace Analysis
The workspace analysis can be limited to investigating the yz region that allows a half-turn (or a certain range of rotation) and where the value of the chosen performance index is within the acceptable range. There are several indices in literature that might be used to evaluate the robot's performance [5, 11, 12] and each has its own limitations. However, in our case, we are interested in assuring a certain minimal kinetostatic performance in all directions; more precisely assuring a minimal speed capability while being capable at the same time of supporting a minimal external force, regardless of the velocity or force direction. The robot under study being redundant, the singular values of the jacobian matrix are no longer significant regarding this aspect and so is the condition number based on the ratio of largest singular value to the minimal one. So, in our study and evaluation of the workspace, we have defined the following index:
min , Since we have mixed dofs (translation and rotation), it is mandatory to homogenize m J before evaluating the index at each pose if we are interested in all dofs (as to detect singularity while evaluating kinetostatic analysis) 6 . For this purpose, we may use a suitable characteristic length... However, in our case, we are only interested in the translational dofs (x, y and z motions), so we will consider only the translational part of Note that this would not be sufficient unless a separate singularity analysis prior to this has been made and it is our case here (the study is not included here due to space limitation, but it is done). The terms one of its major advantages. The yz accessible regions are large in both cases with and without orientation, especially when compared to the space between its slider guides. The mechanism is particularly interesting having the capability to perform a half-turn (complete rotation is not possible due to unavoidable collisions). Besides, having the arms connected to the platform and actuators via spherical joints, puts these arms under tension/compression forces making it easier to model deformation and compensate for it. In brief the simplicity of the design, the actuation redundancy, the actuation at base, and the high stiffness of the mechanism contribute to the high dynamical capabilities (regarding pay-load, acceleration and velocity) as well as to its enhanced performance regarding accuracy. Regarding the future work, the introduced robot is currently being under further study (regarding dynamics) and under optimization in the sense of implementing it and producing a prototype on which real performance can be evaluated.
